
This is a low res version of the high res design

ARTIST: Christina Brimage 
Design below is of a - Silk scarf/wrap

Finished scarf to measures 180cm x 100cm



This is a rough mockup of the silk scarf/wrap.



Rijks Museum artworks that were used in whole or in part in the creation of the design.





Entrant: Christina Brimage (artist name: Chrissy Ink)
How I created the scarf design
I chose the collection of artworks above to express my love of the beautiful collection that the Rijks museum has of Japanese artworks and blue 
and white ceramics, both of which I love.
I especially love blues and wanted to create a dream like scene that was both beautiful and quirky. I used the Rijksstudio to gather inspiring images 
that started with one image and grew as my design grew. When I decided I wanted a geisha face, I knew I would find one as Rijks has so many 
great Japanese artworks of women. I had loads of fun creating this.

Process
After searching through loads of images and collecting some I took the photos into Photoshop and played with effects and collaging until I had all 
the pieces as I wanted them. Some of the artworks I have only used a small section.
I have sourced a place to create the silk scarf that can print it to the large size that I want. This size means that it can be worn as a wrap, tied 
around the neck or hung on the wall above a bed. Silk satin would bring up the colors and make the design feel luxurious so this would be a good 
choice of fabric.
I have a high res version of the design ready to print if need be. 
Fingers crossed!
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